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John Ashbery on Rimbaud: "absolute modernity was for him the acknowledging of the
simultaneity of all of life, the condition that nourishes poetry at every second."
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flowers! -- fables: insolen the roll:
-- orcharc the o know. woods: --
foam, ev bloo unbearable!

flowers! -- pond. -- fables: insolen
the roll: thyme, night. banged:
-- orcharc the o dripping,
know. woods: -- built. circuses.
foam, ev bloo sea, street, hide.
-- rainbow, unbearable! flowerbells,

flowers! river -- pond. -- safety fables: insolen
the train roll: thyme tracks, night. investigating banged:
-- orcharc the o dripping, hazardous
know. woods: -- built railway. federal circuses.
foam, ev bloo sea, flat street, derailment hide.
-- rainbow, snowfall unbearable! flowerbells, storm

southeast of flowers! river -- pond.
-- safety environmental fables: insolen response
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thyme tracks, night inhalation.
investigating banged fire: sparking
-- orcharc the o tankers
dripping Kanawha, hazardous
know. woods West Virginia: -- built
half mile railway. federal circuses.
heat foam, ev bloo small
sea, flat burning street, nearby
derailment hide. protective deploy working



-- rainbow, sorting snowfall unbearable!
precaution flowerbells, storm Fayette exploded

southeast of flowers! beribboned
river -- pond cathedral.
-- safety hollow environmental fables:
insolen clock response
the train bird roll
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thyme tracks, sluice night
inhalation. enclosures empty
rampart investigating banged fire:
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dripping Kanawha, hazardous carriage
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half mile verdigris railway.
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bloo havoc small power
sea, flat burning acquiescence
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music superb against minus 10 flowers!
-- lyre pond. -- forehead fables: antique
the roll since savage bones
1996: popular thyme, inspiriting night.
banged: furious voices tricolored
-- summer the rogues
below zero dripping ordinary happiness,
Tuesday know. midday galloping ecstasies
woods: -- built rejuvenated reasons.
model radiational circuses, unavowable.
foam southward, departure halts cities
soon sea, street churned arcade
snowpack, torment divine apprenticeship,
hide. -- rainbow, escapes preceded
heads unbearable! memory awaits
morning shattered nothingness, unheard-of
spicy terraces, Roanoke sideways literature

spicy morning heads hide.
snowpack spoon foam model.
terraces shattered unbearable rainbow.
sideways nothingness memory escapes.
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fables: antique morning shattered
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1996: popular preceded
inspiriting night. hide. -- rainbow,
banged: furious apprenticeship,
tricolored snowpack, torment
-- summer the churned arcade
below zero soon sea,
ordinary happiness, halts cities
Tuesday know. foam southward,
galloping ecstasies unavowable.
woods: -- built model radiational
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John Barth, The Sot-Weed Factor

"Perversity, Mr. Mitchell!" the Laureate scolded. "You've parted company now with Plato and
Shakespeare, and with every other gentleman as well!"
"Europa, Leda, and Pasiphaë are my sisters; my offspring are the Minotaur, and the Gorgons,
and the Centaurs, the beast-headed gods of the Egyptians, and all the handsome royalty of the
fairy tales, that must be loved in the form of toads and geese and bears. I love the world, sir,
and so make love to it! I have sown my seed in men and women, in a dozen sorts of beasts, in
the barky boles of trees and the honeyed wombs of flowers; I have dallied on the black breast of
the earth, and clipped her fast; I have wooed the waves of the see, impregnated the four winds,
and flung my passion skywards to the stars!"
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concentrations powerfully oeuvre
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Allen Ginsberg
The Art of Poetry No. 8
Interviewed by Thomas Clark
Paris Review Spring 1966

And suddenly it came over me in the bookstore again, and I was in the eternal place once more,
and I looked around at everybody’s faces, and I saw all these wild animals! Because there was
a bookstore clerk there who I hadn’t paid much attention to, he was just a familiar fixture in the



bookstore scene and everybody went in the bookstore every day like me, because downstairs
there was a café and upstairs there were all these clerks that we were all familiar with—this guy
had a very long face, you know some people look like giraffes. So he looked kind of giraffish. He
had a kind of a long face with a long nose. I don’t know what kind of sex life he had, but he must
have had something. But anyway I looked in his face and I suddenly saw like a great tormented
soul—and he had just been somebody whom I’d regarded as perhaps a not particularly beautiful
or sexy character, or lovely face, but you know someone familiar, and perhaps a pleading cousin
in the universe. But all of a sudden I realized that he knew also, just like I knew. And that
everybody in the bookstore knew, and that they were all hiding it! They all had the
consciousness, it was like a great unconscious that was running between all of us that
everybody was completely conscious, but that the fixed expressions that people have, the
habitual expressions, the manners, the mode of talk, are all masks hiding this consciousness.
Because almost at that moment it seemed that it would be too terrible if we communicated to
each other on a level of total consciousness and awareness each of the other—like it would be
too terrible, it would be the end of the bookstore, it would be the end of civ—not civilization, but
in other words the position that everybody was in was ridiculous, everybody running around
peddling books to each other. Here in the universe! Passing money over the counter, wrapping
books in bags and guarding the door, you know, stealing books, and the people sitting up
making accountings on the upper floor there, and people worrying about their exams walking
through the bookstore, and all the millions of thoughts the people had—you know, that I’m
worrying about—whether they’re going to get laid or whether anybody loves them, about their
mothers dying of cancer or, you know, the complete death awareness that everybody has
continuously with them all the time—all of a sudden revealed to me at once in the faces of the
people, and they all looked like horrible grotesque masks, grotesque because hiding the
knowledge from each other. Having a habitual conduct and forms to prescribe, forms to fulfill.
Roles to play. But the main insight I had at that time was that everybody knew. Everybody knew
completely everything. Knew completely everything in the terms that I was talking about.
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